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In this paper, we obtain a necessary condition for the existence of a 
(v, k, A)-configuration based on the nature of the characteristic polynomial 
of  its incidence matrix. The basic results about the (v, k,/~)-configurations 
can be found in [7]. I f  A is an incidence matrix of a (v, k, ,~)-configuration, 
we have the familiar relation 
AA ~ = n I  + ,~J, (*) 
where A ~ is the transpose of A , / i s  the identity matrix of order v, J is the 
matrix of order v each of whose entry is 1 and n = k --  A. A number of 
results are known giving necessary conditions for the existence of these 
configurations. Of  general significance are the Bruck-Ryser theorem [1] 
for finite projective planes and the Chowla-Ryser theorem [2] for (v, k, 1)- 
configurations. The proofs of these and other similar results make use 
of the relation (*), or rather its implication that the identity matrix is 
rationally congruent o nI  -t- ~J. 
In a recent paper, Goldhaber [3] showed how these results arise f rom 
the application of a single basic result in quadratic form theory. Consider 
a v-dimensional vector space E~ over the rational number  field Q with a 
rational inner product e. By a discriminant of the quadratic form e, 
we mean an element of Q/(Q)~, the multiplicative group of Q modulo 
the group of squares. Let Q~ be the p-adic completion of  the rationals. 
Then, for all non-zero c~, fl ~ Q~, the Hilbert Symbol, (,)~, is defined as 
follows: 
l 1, if there exist c~, fl ~ Q~ such that o~x 2 + fly2 = 1, 
(% fi)~ = --1, otherwise. 
* The author wishes to thank Professor J. K. Goldhaber for his guidance in the 
preparation of this paper. This paper was presented at the Third Waterloo Conference 
on Combinatorics, May, 1968. 
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Treating the incidence matrix of a (v, k, A)-configuration as a linear 
transformation on E~, Goldhaber has obtained the following result: 
LEMMA 1 (Goldhaber). Let A be an incidence matrix of  a (v, k, ?t)- 
configuration. A necessary condition that there exists an m-dimensional 
A-subspace W of E~ which is annihilated by J is that, for all primes p, 
(n, ( - -1) (m~m+l~/2 (disc e Iw)m+l)~ - -  1, 
where e ]w is the restriction ore to W and n = k -- A. 
We use Lemma 1 to prove our main theorem concerning the character- 
istic polynomials of incidence matrices. 
LEMMA 2. Let A be an incidence matrix of  a (v, k, ~)-configuration. 
Then one of  the characteristic roots of A is k and the others are all of  the 
form ~/-n e i~ 
COROLLARY. If ~(3~ k) is a characteristic root of A and i f  o~ r Q, 
then deg o ~ is even. Similarly, i f  n is not a square, every irreducible factor 
(other than (x -- k)) of  the characteristic polynomial of  A is o f  even degree 
over Q. 
THEOREM 1. Let (x -- k) S(x) be the characteristic polynomial of  an 
incidence matrix of a (v, k, A)-configuration. Then a necessary condition 
that S(x) has a factor f (x)  of degree t, irreducible over Q is that, for all 
pr mes p, 
(n, (--1)'/2 A), = 1 
where d is the discriminant of the polynomials f (x)  over Q. 
PRooF: Denote by ,~1 ..... ~ ,  the characteristic roots of A and let 
)tl ..... ~ be the roots o f f (x ) .  Since A is normal,  there exists a unitary 
matrix P e ~) = Q(,~ ..... ~)  such that 
where T and S are the diagonal matrices 
01 01 T= , S= . 
9 9 
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Sincef(x) is irreducible over Q, A1 ,..., At are all distinct. Considering T as 
a linear operator on V, the t-dimensional Euclidean space over Q_. we 
observe that there exists a cyclic vector x e V such that 
x, Tx, T2x,..., Tt-Xx 
form a basis over Q for the cyclic space V. Let 
X2 
X ~ 
t 
Now, 
x, Tx, T~x,..., Tt- lx 
constitute a basis if and only if 
X1 ~IX1  " ' "  h l$ - lX l  
9 . .  ~ 0  
x~ h~x~ ... h~-lxt 
and hence if and only if Xl, x2 ..... xt @ O. Consequently we can take 
X ~ 
Let us denote by capital letters the augmented v-vectors (augmented 
by zeros) of the corresponding vectors of  V denoted by the corresponding 
small letters. In particular, we have 
x ~- and X = = 
"1- 
1 
i 
0 
0 
0 . m 
Thus 
X, UX,..., Ut-~X 
form a basis over Q for a t-dimensional subspace of the Euclidean space 
of v dimensions over Q. Moreover, as the matrix P is invertible, the 
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vectors PX, PUX ..... PUt - iX  constitute a linearly independent set over 
and hence over Q. We set W to be the space spanned by 
PX, PUX ..... PUt - iX  
over Q. 
For any two basis elements PU~X, PU 'X  of W, define an inner product, 
(i), by setting 
(eg xt PU.X) = (e*eu xl u x) 
and 
t 
i=1 
the Euclidean inner product of the two vectors UrX and UsX and extend 
it linearly to all pairs (x, y), x, y ~ W. But 
t 
(e ,PwXl  U X) = (v xl usx) = y, 
i=1 
and ~ti_ 1 A~ +', being a symmetric function of A 1 ..... At, belongs to Q. 
Thus (1) defines a rational quadratic form on W. We claim that W is 
A-invariant and is annihilated by J. Since AP = PU, we have for 
O<~r~t - -2 ,  
APUrX  = (PU) U~X = PU~+IX E W, 
while 
APUt-IX----_ PUtX. 
But there exist a0, al .... , at_l ~ Q such that 
T t = ao Tt-x + axT ~-~ -F- "'" + at_l L 
This gives 
Ttx = aoT~-lx + atTt-2x + "'" + at_ix, 
and consequently 
UtX = aoU~-lX + alU~-~X + ... + a~_l X 
and 
PUtX  = aoPUt-IX q- alPU~-2X + ... q- at_ lPX ~ W. 
Thus W is A-invariant. 
Next we note that, since T is a diagonal matrix, there exists a set of 
t characteristic vectors Yl ..... Yt of T forming a basis for the cyclic space 
spanned by x, Tx ..... THx  over ~). This implies that over ~), 
span (X, UX, U2X,..., U~- l .e~)  = span (I11, Y~ ,-.-, Yt) 
and hence 
span (PX, PUX ..... PU~-~X) = span (PY~ , PY2 ..... PYO. 
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Now for each y~, 1 ~ j ~< t, 
Tyj = ~yj ,  where a is one of A 1 .... , At, 
and this gives that UY~ = aY j .  
Moreover, APY~ = PUY~ = aPY j ,  1 <~j ~ t, so that PYa ,  
PY2 ..... PYt  are characteristic vectors of  A. But since A~ ,..., At are 
different from k, JPY j  = 0 for 1 ~< j ~< t. Thus Wis annihilated by J. 
It is now easy to complete the proof. We have an A-invariant space W 
of dimension t over Q which is also J-annihilated and (I) is a rational 
quadratic form on W. By Lemma 1, we have for all primes p, 
(r/, (--1) t(t+l)/2 (disc W)t+O, = 1. 
We may assume that t > 1 (for, i f t  = 1, n is a square and the condition is 
trivially satisfied). Then, by the corollary to Lemma 2, t is even and the 
above condition reduces to: 
(n, (- -1) t/2 (disc W))~ = 1 for all primes p. 
disc W = 
Now, 
(PX  [ PX)  (PX  ] PUX)  
(PUX I PX)  (PUX I PUX)  
(put - iX ]  PX)  
(xl x) 
(ux  r x) 
(u t -ax  I X) 
t Y,'Ai 
s i SAi 2 
s -1 s 
1 A1 "'" A~-I]  a 
I 
1 A2 "'" A~ -1 
9 ::: 
1 A t " ' "  Att -1  
(put - iX1  PUX)  
(Xl ux)  ... 
(vx  l ux )  ... 
, . .  
(Ut- IX I UX) "" 
, . ,  ~ ,A  t -1  
9 .. Xai r 
. . .  
... ZA~t-~ 
"'" (PX  I PUt - iX)  
9 " (PUX[  PUt - iX)  
, o ,  
. ~  
9 .. (put - lX I  pU~-IX) 
(xl u' -~x)  
(UX l U~-~X) 
(Ut - IX  I U~-xX) 
= discriminant A of  the polynomial f (x )  over Q. 
This completes the proof  of  the theorem. 
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Suppose we now assume that f~(x) is another irreducible factor of  
S(x) of degree q with tZl ,...,/z,1 as roots and discriminant A 1 . We can 
choose P so that the ( t -k  tl)-th ordered leading principal minor  of 
U = P*AP  is the diagonal matrix (Ax .... , At;/z~ ..... /zh). As before, 
if 7"1 is the diagonal matrix of order t~ with /~1 ,...,/zq as the diagonal 
entries, then there exists a cyclic vector )(1 having properties imilar to X. 
In particular, we can choose )(1 to be the vector with 0 in the first 
t positions, 1 in the next q positions, and 0 in the remaining positions. 
For  any two vectors U~X and UJX1, we define 
(PUiX I PUJX1) = (U'X I UJXO 
= O, the ordinary Euclidean inner product 
of the two vectors. 
By Theorem 1, we have the conditions 
(n, ( - -1) ~/2 A) = 1 
and 
(n, (- -1) tl/2 A1) = 1, 
where, for simplicity, we have ommitted the suffix p. Multiplying these 
conditions, we have 
(n, ( - - I )  (t+O/2 AAO = 1, 
where 
1 A 1 
1 A s 
1 A t AAx = 
. .~  
~176 
~176176 
~176 
~ 
0 
1 /z 1 " ' "  t~tl 1-1 
1 be2 "'" /~t21-1 
~ 
1 t~.  "" t~)~ -~ 
= quadratic form discriminant of  the (t + t l )  vectors 
{X, UX,..., ut- l j ( ;  X1,  UX 1 ..... U t l - I X 1 }  
= quadratic form discriminant of the space r 
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where ~o is the (t + q)-dimensional space over Q spanned by the linearly 
independent vectors: PX, PUX .... , PU~-aX; PX~ , PUX~ ,..., PU~I-IX~. It is 
clear that in a similar way we can carry on this procedure until we exhaust 
all the irreducible factors of S(x). The necessary conditions will then yield, 
upon multiplication, 
(n, (--1)r A') = 1, 
where A' is the quadratic form discriminant of the (v --  1)-dimensional 
space s spanned by the (v - -  1) vectors 
{PX, PUX,..., put - ix ;  PX1, PUXa ..... PUrl-iX1 ;...; ...} 
over Q. Since these vectors are annihilated by J, the  orthogonal 
complement,  s177 of s is the one-dimensional subspace spanned by the 
vector each of whose entry is 1. Hence, if E denotes the Euclidean space 
of v dimension over ~9, 
E = s @D"  
and 
disc s = disc s177 = v. 
The above condition then reduces to 
(n, (-1)~v-l~/~ v) = 1. 
Rewrite the relation k(k - -1 )= )~(v- -1)  as Av=k 2 -n .  
(n, k 2 --  n) = 1, (n, Av) = 1 so that (n, A) = (n, v). But then 
(n, (- -1) Iv-ll/2 v) = (n, (--1)~v-1)/2 A) = 1. 
Thus we have the 
Since 
CHOWLA-RYSER THEOREM. A necessary condition that there exists a 
(v, it, A)-configuration is that the equation 
nx ~ q_ ( _  1)cv-11/2 Ay2 = z 2 
has a non-trivial integral solution. 
We now proceed to give an application of Theorem 1. 
A collineation of a (v, k, A)-configuration is a one-to-one mapping q~ of 
points onto points and lines onto lines which preserves incidence, i.e., if a 
point P lies on line L, then if(P) lies on q~(L). A correlation of a 
(v, k, A)-configuration is a one-to-one mapping of points onto lines and 
lines onto points which preserves incidence. 
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It is clear that a correlation raised to an odd power is again a correlation 
while a correlation raised to an even power is a collineation. Thus the 
order of any correlation is necessarily even. 
Let p be a correlation of  a (v, k, A)-configuration H and let the 
points Pa ,P~ .... ,P~ and lines la,l~ .... ,l~ of  / /  be so numbered that 
p(P~) = li, i -~ 1,2 ..... v. Let A be the incidence matrix of  /7, and 
(x -- k) S(x), its characteristic polynomial. Define the permutation matrix 
P ~ (Pij) of  order v by setting Pij = 1 if p2(Pi) = P~, and 0 otherwise 
and let d~ ..... d,. be the lengths of  the distinct cycles of  P so that 
dl q- "'" + dr = v. Assume for the moment that v is odd. With these 
notations and assumptions, Hoffman, Newman, Straus, and Olgo Taussky 
have proved the following [5]: 
(i) At~-PA,  
1 
f i  (x 2a' -- n a') -~ S(x) S( - -x) .  (ii) x 2 -n  i=1 
We use these relations to prove: 
THEOREM 2. Let p be a correlation o f  order 4 o f  a (v k, A)- 
configuration 1-I. Then n is a sum of  two (integral) squares. 
PROOF: From the definition of  P, it is obvious that P is in fact the 
matrix defining the collineation p~. Hence the order of  P is one-half of  
the order ofp. Since the order of  P is the least common multiple of  the d~ 's, 
it follows from the hypothesis that at least one of  the d~'s should be equal 
to 2. Relation (ii) then gives: 
1 
x 2 - -  n (x4 - -  nz) IS(x) S( - -x )  
and therefore x 2 + n IS(x). Since x 2 q- n is irreducible over Q, we have 
by Theorem 1 (dropping the prime p), 
(n , - -A )  = 1 
where A = discriminant of the polynomial x 2 q- n over Q 
-- -4n .  
Thus we obtain (n, 4n) = (n, n) = (n, --1) = 1, whence n is a sum of  
two squares. 
REMARK. We have assumed that v is odd. I f  v is even, it is well known 
that n is a square [2]. Hence in this case the theorem is trivially true. 
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COROLLARY 1. Let p be a correlation of  order 8r q- 4 of I I .  Then n is 
a sum of  two squares. 
PROOF: For the hypothesis implies that p2r+l is a correlation of order 4. 
COROLLARY 2. Let n ~ 3(mod 4). Then H has no correlation of  order 
8r q- 4. 
If H is a projective plane of order n (> 2), Corollary 2 can be streng- 
thened to include the case n ~ 2 (rood 4) as well. This is a consequence 
of Hughes' Theorem [4, Theorem 20.9.12, p. 414] which asserts that 
a plane of order n- - - -2 (mod4),  n ~ 2, cannot have a coll ineation 
of order two. 
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